1.

Dog-eared and dangerous
marking the page as a pause
visitations at night
‘for he kindly stopped for me’ — made him shudder
stutter over each word
for blood changed channels
from brain to cock
her words his lust — his cocaine

Her tale as true reflexion
Expressive — his state and fate to be gratified
the grateful dead
distilled distinct solution
to create a new complexion and
engineered
by some ancient rite or mystery

Reaper’s elegance of...
and how such a creature could...
with manners
such elegance
because of fleeting glance — assumptive
missed the grounding and hidden meanings
which related more to HIS being
than he might ever have known

a vulnerability not culpability
the innocent to be manipulated
incentive are the weeping choirs
great tempter
great executioner
He slid his book to safety
away — safely into his bag
attention snagged

and wrought by the desire to touch
moving closer
moving closer
he moves closer

tempted by the jangle of bones
— made of silver
— made to unlock
tinker stranger
and tap
an unknown tune

Random key strokes
made any aware
that he
was not
a musician

continuing to fiddle

with the ivory beneath his fingers

His imagination continues to wander despite being legless
partly due to the unappealing — greyish room — boredom
uninviting and musty
it was not a flavour for his palette
begging for a dash of paint
or at least something to release dreariness

an alerting coughing sound — triggering
from the doorway
appears a troll-form — landlady.

2.

Whatever business had occupied the strange landlady all this
time was now complete. She had appeared from the backroom
of the Bed & Breakfast like a swift, raging hurricane —
battering cupboard doors and wobbling sideboards (and the
vases resting upon them). Her jaunting stirred the potpourri
causing several crispy, scented flakes to escape out of the
bowl and descend to the floor. Like embalmed corpses ready
for burial, they rubbed their perfume scents upon the cold
slab. The large landlady half-bent over in an attempt to gather
them all — but gave up due to the screeching in her knees.
Once the drama had subsided, she gave a foul frown to Ezra,
indicating her want for him to stop touching her expensive
(but mistreated) instrument. His ossified fingers retracted into
his palm to hide away from her stare. She grunted and poked
out her tongue, resting it on the bottom of her lip, as she
ambled her way across the room towards a dilapidated desk.
Wetting her thumb upon her resting tongue, she flicked
through several pages of a large guestbook. Its red leather
cover didn’t suit the establishment. The worn wallpaper was
laced in damp streaks, spores infecting every inch they
possibly could. A feint smell of rotten oranges penetrated the
air, and then there was the broken and tired furniture, yet here
was a beautiful leather bound guestbook sat in the centre as if
some sort of focus piece for the whole room.
Eventually she arrived at Ezra’s booking and singed him in
then motioned for him to sign as well.

“Will I have privacy?” Probed Ezra.
“Breakfast is at 6.00am sharp.”
His eyes widened as far as his wallet.
“Now we don’t like nobody sticking their nose in the
backroom. You don’t go in there and we don’t go in your
room. That seem fair to you?” She blurted.
“That will be fine.” Replied Ezra.
After two further verbal exchanges — one about the house cat
and one about noise levels come evening — the gaunt Ezra
scooped the handles of his bag and began his ascension up the
creaky stairs.
He could tell there was an emerging theme of neglect in the
Bed & Breakfast but he didn’t much care — not really. He
had vital work to do and the last thing he needed was to care
about decor. A heavy, brown door greeted him once he had
finished the impressive climb up three flights of stairs.
Unlocking the door, he entered and found to his surprise that
the room was exactly what he needed. It had the essentials, a
bed, a bedside table, and a lamp — and nothing else.
Unpacking was a great chore but luckily he had only packed a
few things. A week’s worth of clothes made their way into a
drawer. He placed his candles and matches on the bedside
table, along with a carving knife wrapped in a gray cloth.
Then upon the bed he placed his last item, an antique mirror,
checking carefully for signs of damage in transit.

From behind his ear came a gravelly voice.
It’s time.
Ezra ran his finger along the gold trim of the mirror, picking
off any peeling gold flakes to neaten its appearance. The
mirror was not worn like the guest house, it was not unloved
or mistreated... it was over used, and with all longevous
things, showing its age.
It’s time. Prepare the mirror.
The voice hissed and growled its commands at Ezra.
“Patience, it needs to be perfect. These things cannot be
rushed! There is beauty in pausing and savouring every
detail.”
Hurry. I can sense one is close.
We will miss our window.
Ezra headed to the heavy, brown door — turned his key to
lock it — leant his head against the rough of the middle
wooden panel — reached inside his jacket pocket and
produced a vial of dark ink.
“It’s time.” Said Ezra.

3.

Oddball
Goof
The freaks and geeks
Your mutants
An aberrant abhorrence

Three drops of black ink
Three drops of night
Three drops of blood

No room for impertinent decisions
manifestations are malaligned
to the meteoric portents
signs from traversing constellations

this is the face

see it emerge on the glass
see it stare through you
and into
the piece of the beyond we all carry within us

it burns the night away
sears existence with demands
demands from a deified monster
swept into
spackled and cracked glass

Whispers in gnarled tones
— I am awake
— I am awake now
— I am

The servant folds like the horizon
light melts from his frame
leaving only his absence

exempt from expectation
setting a seal in his place
weak seal
breakable
corroded by

this face made of ink.

4.

Upon the surface, the demonic ink formed face moved. It was
restless — longing to find some way to interact with the
world. Ezra had been drawn into service of the apparition, lost
within its unformed eyes, the abysm from which the concept
of evil itself crawled out from, a very long time ago.
When the face upon the looking glass spoke, it talked in
opposing tones — the first a soft whisper; the second a dark,
dulcet vibration. Both voices spoke in synchronicity.

I am awake Ezra Braxton

He was not afraid of the voice but excited by it.

“Angel, I summoned your avatar.”

And why?

“So you may share more secrets with me.”

Ezra bowed to the face, carefully lifting the mirror and
affixing it to the wall of the small room.

You desire my knowledge, Ezra?

“Yes.”

You desire my power, Ezra?

“I do.”

Then complete the ritual.

Hesitations filled his mouth. Held back his tongue — made it
swollen, trapped pockets of anxiety, enough to choke him.

“I... I am...”

You are resistant.

You waste my time.

“No! No it is not that. It is just finding the right elements for
the ritual, preparing myself mentally for the task.”

You are resistant.

“I am not resistant.”

Ezra, I need blood.
I need blood, Ezra.

“But why do you need blood? What is the significance? A
celestial needing a mortal gift, why?”

Blood is the key.

“The key? The key to what?”

The mortal world.

“And with blood you can give me your knowledge and
power?”

I can bind with blood.
I can bestow my power.

Ezra perched on the edge of the bed. His hand found its way
to rest upon the knife on the bedside table. He clasped the
handle tightly, drawing the blade closer to his body, until it
rested upon his throat.

Not yours.

“Is it not a bind between us?”

Not yours.

5.

Sweet song of a nightingale
and a sugar stick
kissed in moonlight — in secret
in the shadows sits steel teeth
dipped in lust
sharpened on the back of a headstone
bites the cold air
sharpened on the head of their backbone
fillet and fried in the fallen snow
crimson petals
serrated whiteness
split and spilled
freshly prepared for ingestion by some primordial concept
bound by insidious ideas
that emaciate sense and reason

6.

Ezra climbed the stairway of the Bed & Breakfast to return to
his room. His hands coated in the blood of a young nurse and
a young soldier, courting in the nearby square, enjoying their
time together, until Ezra disrupted their existence.
He returned to the creature, fidgeting as he contemplated
what would happen if he continued. It finally had sunk in.
Sunk deep into his conscience, where it lay to rest — no
flowers to mark the grave where morality succumbed to an
eternal sleep.
The ink converged, formed into the face once again, a
blotched and dried, crusty and shredded image, hauntingly
anticipating feeding.
Three drops of black ink
Three drops of night
Three drops of blood
Ezra opened a vial, covered in smudged fingerprints. He
smeared the blood across his hand and then spread it upon the
shine and silver of the mirror.
The mirror — covered in blood.
From the blood formed more details of the face, clearer
features, pupils and scars and lines of expression.

I am complete.
“Where is the power you
promised?
The face laughed.
Power?
The face narrowed.
My power is death.
The act of taking a life.

Ezra grabbed his hair, pulled, pulled it out like a mad nutter
enraged with the realisation of what he had become.
He screamed, he cried out...
“What do you mean!?
You promised me power...!”
And I gave it to you
“I wanted your power!”
And you shall have it.
“I wanted to be like you!”
And you are. You took the first step.
“I don’t understand!”

With the knife, you held that power.
The power of life and death.
“I wanted...”
You got!
“What’s happened?
What’s happening to me?”
Your act has freed me.
Now I am in control!
With me, you can feel the
power you crave, daily,
weekly — how depraved.
It will own you!
I’m no longer the face of
death in a mirror.
Now I wear you as a mask.
“This wasn’t what I wanted.”
Quiet.
Now where is that troll of a
landlady?

I crave.

